Ever wanted to publish interviews with your favorite celebrities? I worked as a film critic for many years and interviewed hundreds of film stars, from Kate Winslet long before anybody knew her name to Emma Thompson to Jamie Lee Curtis to Ben Affleck to Sandra Bullock to Wes Craven. The list is pretty long.

Along the way, I learned a lot about how celebrities think and how they act during interviews. During my interviews, many of which were roundtables where I worked as a film critic for many years and interviewed hundreds of film stars, from Kate Winslet long before anybody knew her name to Emma Thompson to Jamie Lee Curtis to Ben Affleck to Sandra Bullock to Wes Craven. The list is pretty long.
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an interview in Hong Kong. Photograph: Vincent Yu/AP. Denise Ho’s struggle against the Communist party of China began at 5.58pm on a Sunday afternoon. It was as the Hong Kong Cantopop queen watched aghast as live television images showed police fire the first of 87 canisters of teargas into a sea of pro-democracy demonstrators, in a botched bid to quell their protest. “I couldn’t stand by and just watch everyone fight,” the 39-year-old pop star recalls of the clashes in September 2014 that sparked the former colony’s umbrella movement